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Setting: The Hagley Farm School is located adjacent to the historic northern Tasmanian town of Hagley . It is an 

educational complex surrounded by rolling hills and exotic plantings. Behind it on a hill is St Mary’s 

Anglican Church, and not far beyond that is the grand house of the Quamby Estate, on the former grounds 

of which both the school and the church stand today. The school has an uninterrupted view across 

farmlands to Drys Bluff and the Great Western Tiers.

Description: The Hagley Farm School is suite of buildings, plantings and agricultural infrastructure dating from 1867 to 

the present day. The 1867 brick Victorian Rustic Gothic school building remains largely in its original form , 

bordered by mature oak trees and a palm tree. The schoolhouse contains three rooms, including a 

schoolroom with early furniture used to interpret it as ‘ye olde classroom’. An arched doorway which once 

connected the classroom to the adjoining room has been bricked up. A short corridor leads from the second 

room to a kitchen, part of which was added post-1969, the original windows at that end of the building having 

been removed to accommodate the new internal doorway. The kitchen’s internal form is entirely different to 

the rest of the building, with a much lower ceiling and plaster walls. The front wall of the schoolhouse bears 

a plaque that reads ‘PUBLIC SCHOOL UNDER THE BOARD OF EDUCATION’. The original schoolmaster’s 

residence which was attached to the schoolhouse was demolished in 1969, apparently being superseded by 

the red brick schoolmaster’s residence located on the laneway in front of the schoolhouse . A shelter shed 

and part of the schoolhouse kitchen stand on the footprint of the former schoolmaster’s residence ; the rest 

of the site is a courtyard. Behind the old schoolhouse is a closed- off brick well that was the water source 
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when the school opened.

 

At least three one-teacher schoolhouses remain on site which tell the story of the creation of the Hagley 

Area School in 1936. One (the Westwood Schoolhouse) was used to build the former school workshop. 

While it retains its original form, the building has been heavily modified, contains no evidence of once having 

been the workshop or sewing room of the Hagley Area School and does not form part of the registration . Two 

others (the Selbourne and Illawarra Schoolhouses) were fused together to form what is now the Environment 

Centre, the fusion giving the resulting building an unusual roofline (Plan, PWD266/4/5744, TAHO). The 

Illawarra Schoolhouse was erected at Beauty Point in 1912 before being moved to Illawarra in 1933, so has 

served three schools over more than a century ( ‘Public works’ 1912; ‘District news’ 1933). The interior walls 

of the Environment Centre show the delineation of the two buildings, with vertical boards at one end and 

horizontal boards at the other. The Environment Centre retains the fenestration of the two original 

schoolhouses, and demonstrates the physical creation of an area school by closing down one-teacher 

schools and reusing their schoolhouses.

 

The 1941 boarding ‘cottage’ (NOE Bennett Cottage, PWD266/4/5778, TAHO) and community hall (Mary 

Maslin Hall) remain from the first stage of boarding at the school. The former, designed by Roy Smith of 

architecture firm East, Roy Smith and Willing, was a boarding house with a living room, kitchen, single 

dormitory, bathrooms and a room for the matron. Much of the internal configuration has been retained, 

including the doors and transom windows. The building is now used as offices. The community hall served 

as the dining hall and assembly hall but now functions as a history room. Designed by Government 

Architect CD Rose, the 1954 residence built on the far side of the school oval to house the first Fairbridge 

Scheme boys retains its external form but has been modified internally (PWD266/5/38718, TAHO). The main 

living area and kitchen with its serving hatch are largely intact, but instead of a single dormitory there are 

now separate rooms containing bunks. There has also been an external addition at the eastern end of the 

building.

 

The 1953 swimming pool built by the Hagley School boys under supervision as an open-air facility was 

enclosed in recent years. While the building of the pool demonstrates the philosophy of the Hagley Farm 

School in teaching students practical skills for a working life, the fabric offers no obvious evidence of this. 

The same can be said for the dairy and storage shed built in the same manner. The dairy building contains 

an intact and functional ten-stall 1950s milking system which serves only for interpretive purposes. The 

adjacent storage shed with sliding door and concrete ramp retains its original form, but there is nothing in 

the fabric to suggest that it was built as part of a learning process by novices. The shearing shed has an 

unusually low floor. Normally the floor would be set at a height which allows bales of wool to be easily 

loaded down onto vehicles, making use of gravity. The low floor in this instance may be a sign of 

inexperienced builders, but the external appearance of the shearing shed has been altered significantly. 

None of these buildings forms part of the registration.

 

A private property with its own right of way is located in the midst of the school grounds , which may be the 

result of one owner resisting land resumption in 1938. This property is excluded from the registration.

 

A post-1960 photo shows two houses on the school paddocks which may have belonged to farms acquired 

through land resumption. It is unknown whether these were used by the school or date from an earlier tenant 

farm; in 1869 a 55-acre tenant farm called Croft adjoined the Hagley School ( ‘Quamby Estate’ 1869), but an 

1887 map of the division of the Quamby Estate suggests that there were then no tenant farmers in the area 

of these buildings (Westmorland 89 map). Neither building stands today. The site of the house that fronted 

on Church Lane is marked by a grove of trees. Several residences built for the school now serve as rental 

properties.

 

The registration includes the old schoolhouse, with its mature plantings; the old well to the north of the 

schoolhouse; the Environment Centre; NOE Bennett Cottage; Mary Maslin Hall; and the 1954 Fairbridge 

boys’ cottage. The building between the NOE Bennett Cottage and Mary Maslin Hall is of no heritage 

significance. Three buildings north-east of the Old Schoolhouse, including the former Westwood 

Schoolhouse, are within the registered area but considered to be of no heritage significance.

History: The town of Hagley takes its name from one of the major landholders in the area, William Lyttleton, who 

came from Hagley Hall, the family seat near the village of Hagley, Worcestershire, England, and called his 

Tasmanian home Hagley House (THR 4830). Lyttleton returned to England in 1836, dying there in 1839 

(Craig 1967). The other major landholders were the Drys. The Quamby (THR 4832) estate of transported Irish 

Protestant political exile Richard Dry senior passed at his death in 1843 to native-born Richard Dry junior 

(later Sir Richard Dry).

 

The original church at Hagley was built on adjoining blocks of land donated in 1848 by Anglican minister 

Robert Rowland Davies, acting as trustee for Lyttleton’s estate, and Richard Dry junior. From its inception in 

1855 the Hagley School was conducted in the church.  Five local residents—James Richardson, James 

East, Charles Clayton, Joseph Nixon and Joseph Breaden—guaranteed £50 a year each to keep it operating 

(‘Interesting history of the Hagley School’ 1936). Despite the initial stringency, through the second half of the 
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nineteenth century the Hagley School was regarded as an elite public school in a similar vein to private 

schools such as Hutchins (Hobart), Launceston Church Grammar and Horton College (Ross) which boarded 

and educated the children of the more affluent. Charles Capel Greenway, the public schoolmaster at Hagley 

1855–57 and 1861–66, offered his students boarding at Hagley House as early as 1861—unusually for a 

public school (‘Education 1862; Jones).

 

The Church of England replaced its original church 1860–61, selling the old one to the Presbyterian Church, 

which now became the Hagley School’s landlord (‘Board of Education’ 1864a). By this time, demand on the 

school had increased. In the post-transportation era beginning in 1853, when cheap labour was no longer 

available, Dry reduced Quamby from 18,000 to 12,000 acres and let most of his land to tenant farmers. 

Lyttleton’s Hagley Estate was also subdivided for small farms. The resulting population influx necessitated a 

bigger, purpose-built school in the area ( ‘Sustenation fund’ 1856).

 

Dry emulated other large estate owners, such as Edward Dumaresq (of Mount Ireh, THR 5066) and Thomas 

Reibey (of Entally, THR 4822), who both endowed their tenant farmers and local community with a 

schoolhouse/church, Christ Church Illawarra (THR 5059) and St Andrew’s Church, Carrick (THR 4747) 

respectively. Dry offered land for the new site. By 1862 he had had plans prepared for a schoolhouse and 

master’s residence which were said would ‘add to the reputation of the architect , Mr Hunter, of Hobart Town’ 

(‘Country intelligence’ 1862).  Who paid for construction is unclear, but Dry secured agreement from the 

Board of Education that it would supply two-thirds of the annual cost of operating the school (the total cost 

was £350) if the local community supplied the remaining one-third ( ‘Board of Education’ 1864).

 

Dry was required to place those £117 for the following year’s costs into a bank account before construction 

could begin, delaying work until early 1867 ( ‘Board of Education’ 1866). The two parts of the building were 

erected separately, with Robert Roe winning the tender for the schoolmaster’s residence for £ 400 (‘Board of 

Education’ 1867). The new Hagley School buildings faced south, with no major windows facing the sun, an 

orientation that may indicate that the design was borrowed from the northern hemisphere (Maslin 1948, p.7). 

It is possible that, in keeping with his approach to the construction of St Mary’s Church (THR 4829), Dry 

engaged a British architect for whom Henry Hunter acted as a local representative. The Drys retained a 

close connection with the school, hosting an annual entertainment at Quamby for the children of all public 

and private local schools—from Hagley, Westbury, Queenstown (part of Westbury), Whitemore and Glenore 

(‘Country intelligence’ 1864 and 1865)—and taking part in fund-raising for the school (for example, ‘Hagley’ 

1867). In 1867 Dry donated two acres on which the school buildings stood to the Board of Education as part 

of larger conveyance of 183 acres to William Ritchie (CT1128, vol 7, folio 28, 18 April 1867).

 

Hagley School  was again criticised as elitist during the post-Dry era, with one schoolteacher calling it ‘little 

else than a private school under the Board of Education, a great many of the scholars occupying a social 

and monetary status far above that of the poor, neglected children who are the usual attendants of the public 

schools’ (‘Another teacher’ 1880). A continuing connection with the Quamby Estate into the twentieth 

century, with an annual feast and ‘break-up’ picnic being held at the manor house, probably contributed to 

this perception.

 

Yet at times the Hagley School seemed anything but superior or affluent . The school was shut for at least 

six months in 1882–83 for want of a teacher ( ‘Hagley School’ 1883). Attendance dwindled through the 1880s 

as tenant farms on the Quamby Estate were turned into a grazing run, and neglect of the school was 

apparent when in 1888 a royal commission was held into the Education Department.  The main buildings at 

Hagley were then undergoing repair and, although suitable, the outbuildings also needed attention. The 

recreation area was a one-acre grass playground. The building was at fair/average cleanliness, with cleaning 

being undertaken at the teacher’s expense (Tasmania. Royal Commission into Education 1888).

 

The next significant development at Hagley School was in the post-World-War-One era. Increased British 

immigration and rural development were ‘key economic strategies’ in Australia during the 1920s, as reflected 

by Llewellyn Irby’s Plantation Homes Scheme to ‘plant’ British child migrants in Tasmania . At the time, the 

farm school movement advocated by South African educator Kingsley Fairbridge was seen as a practical 

way to further the aims of both empire building and rural development (Mooney 2005, pp.69–70).

 

In 1926 the Commonwealth Bureau of Science and Industry recommended an extension of farmers’ practical 

knowledge as a remedy to the economic woes being experienced by both Tasmania and Western Australia . 

The push for increased agricultural production in Tasmania was taken up by the state Department of 

Agriculture (Department of Agriculture 1926, pp.6–8). It introduced district agricultural officers to educate 

farmers, girls’ and boys’ farming clubs, and short summer holiday courses for schoolteachers in order to 

produce ‘enthusiasts in agricultural education’ (‘Education’ 1930).

 

As a result of the last measure, agricultural courses were established in several country schools by 

enthusiastic teachers who garnered community and local agricultural officer support . One outstanding 

example was English-born J Stuart Maslin (1901–79), who taught the ‘theory of agriculture’ and established 

experimental garden plots at the Myalla State School in the far north-west, which came to the attention of 
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visiting British agricultural expert Sir John Russell ( ‘Agricultural plots’ 1928, pp.94–95; ‘Agriculture at school’ 

1928). Closer links between school and community, and improved attitude and performance from many 

students were reported to be evident where such agricultural courses were introduced (Education 

Department Annual Report 1930, Parliamentary Paper 9/1931:3).

 

Maslin was transferred to the Hagley Farm School in 1931, during the Great Depression which had a 

devastating impact on rural Tasmania, with low prices for produce and high unemployment. Hagley was then 

a one-teacher school with a paid monitor and an enrolment of 35—fewer than it had in 1865 ( ‘Education’s 

new vision’ 1948; ). Maslin established vegetable gardens and instruction in ‘the science of land culture’ 

(‘Education’s “new vision” 1948). The school’s Farm Board, which included local farmers and the local 

agricultural officer, advised Maslin about the operation of the farm. He was a passionate believer in building 

rural communities as the economic backbone of the country (Maslin 1932) but more generally in the ability 

of education to ameliorate the human condition ( ‘Better start for young people needed’ 1945). Viewing his 

school as a centre for building Hagley’s rural community , he established the Hagley Community Club to 

foster adult education (‘Scholarship for Hagley principal’ 1954).

 

Under Maslin’s guidance in 1936 Hagley became the second of fifteen area schools established across the 

state, as an innovative solution to the problem of extending post-primary education to rural areas. Director of 

Education GV Brooks introduced the area school model which he had observed in England. Seven small 

schools (Westwood, Selbourne, Rosevale, Quamby Bend, Hadspen, Carrick and Illawarra) were closed to 

make way for the Hagley Area School, which now had a staff of head teacher Maslin, a female assistant, 

junior teacher and his wife Mary Maslin as a part-time teacher of domestic arts (Maslin 1948, p.16). With 

the backing of the Education Department, Maslin decided to follow the Fairbridge farm school model which 

had already been adopted at Pinjarra (Western Australia), Molong (New South Wales) and Bacchus March 

(Victoria) (Maslin 1948, p.30; ‘Migration of children’ 1940). After Fairbridge’s death in 1924, the society 

named in his honour had pursued his idea of transporting orphaned and underprivileged children from 

‘overcrowded English slums and, within an agricultural setting, provide training in the underpopulated areas 

of the world’ (‘Fairbridge, Kingsley Ogilvie [1885–1924]’ 1981). Engaging with non-traditional funding sources 

and education models enabled Maslin to achieve a degree of financial independence and autonomy.

 

In 1939 the government resumed 175 acres for the use of the school ( Tasmanian Government Gazette, 5 

July 1939, p.2089). The first move towards bringing overseas students to the Hagley Area School was made 

in 1941, during World War Two, when a cottage and community hall were started with the intention of using 

these to accommodate ‘British war orphans’, that is, child evacuees from the London Blitz (‘Fairbridge farm 

school plan approved’ 1940; Maslin 1948, p.29). However, sea travel from Britain became so dangerous that 

this plan was abandoned. Instead, the original cottage hostel became a residence for the sons of Tasmanian 

servicemen and ex-servicemen of both World War One and Two, who were admitted on a scholarship basis 

and known as ‘cottage boys’ (Maslin 1948, p.31). Maslin also intended to establish a ‘cottage’ for girls but 

perhaps war-time stringencies forbade it ( ‘Important factors in education’ 1944).

 

The school farm was a model of self-sufficiency. A £100 donation by Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP) 

enabled the school to start farming operations by buying its first stock, ploughing and cultivating equipment 

and a draught horse in 1939 (Maslin 1948, p.29). A canteen staffed by ex-students sold school produce to 

students, with 20,000 meals being prepared during 1944. Supervised male students built playground 

equipment from old boiler tubes. Boys built fences, gates, roadways, water troughs, pig pens, fowl houses, 

a dairy, a four-bail cowshed, stable, tractor shed, chaff house and a swimming pool (Maslin 1948, p.72; 

‘Built by Hagley schoolboys’ 1953). Female students were essentially trained to be farmers’ wives by Mary 

Maslin. Although they also received a general education and engaged in vegetable growing, girls were 

mostly confined to ‘domestic arts’, cooking meals and supplying other food for the canteen (Maslin 1948, 

pp.20–22, 36, 38).

 

Child migrants were an important part of Australia’s post-World-War-Two immigration policy, since they 

‘created no immediate economic problems … create[d] jobs’ and ‘had a long potential working life to 

contribute to the Australian economy’ (O’Brien 1992, p.33). In all 248 child migrants, 80% of them boys, 

arrived in Tasmania between 1948 and 1955, 65 being sponsored by the Big Brother movement and placed 

with farmers, and the remaining 183 being divided between four approved institutions. The Hagley Farm 

School was the only recipient of children under government plans to place child migrants at area schools (O’

Brien 1992, pp.34–35; Williams 1995–96, p.167). The school accepted two Belgian children and a Greek 

student before the first two Fairbridge boys arrived from England in 1952 ( ‘British boys for Hagley’ 1952). A 

second ‘cottage’ hostel was built in time to house two Scottish boys on the Fairbridge Scheme who arrived 

in 1954, but by then the supply of children was dwindling ( ‘Scottish boys for Hagley’ 1954; O’Brien 1992, 

p.35). Fairbridge and other British child emigration schemes were also being criticised as ‘insensitive’ child 

labour schemes. Small homes with a more nurturing environment were now favoured in Britain over farm 

schools.

 

In 1956 a British Government fact-finding team which visited 26 child migrant centres in Australia classed 

Hagley Area School as one of only eight that ‘passed muster’ (Hill 2007, pp.277–78). In fact, by that time 
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Hagley had already received the last of its nine Fairbridge boys, the Fairbridge Society having established 

its own Tasmanian school at Tresca, near Exeter, where a small group of both male and female child 

migrants was accepted (Williams 1995–96, pp.167–68). Child migration schemes were eventually 

discredited, with the 2001 Senate Community Affairs Reference Committee concluding in Lost innocents : 

righting the record—report on child migration that they were ‘fundamentally flawed with tragic consequences’ 

(p.6).

 

Maslin retired in 1965. Ten years later he received an Order of Australia, Member of the Civil Division (AM) 

(Australian Government Gazette, 17 June 1975, p.2) for services to education. The area school model was 

abolished c1968, with Hagley Farm School becoming a primary school.

The school has had other outstanding contributors, including Mata Bennett, who was ‘cottage mother’ for 20 

years; early masters Charles Greenway and Allan Baxter; and John Breaden, who, after being one of the 

inaugural students, returned as a teacher and principal. However, the school’s defining characteristic, its 

agricultural focus, stems from the early-twentieth-century push to improve rural education and in particular 

Maslin’s wholehearted embrace of this philosophy. The school continues to aim to be self-funding through 

its farming activities. Today’s boarders are groups from other schools staying only a few days . Development 

of the Environment Centre at Hagley Farm School in 1976 enabled visiting children to learn about ecology, 

animals and farming (‘Westbury Section’ 1986; Woods 1996). In 2002 Hagley Farm School Principal Peter 

Kearney estimated that 10% of Tasmanian primary schoolchildren (about 4500) visited the school each year 

(‘Tasmania “leading the way”’ 2002). 

 

For a state that had no agricultural college like Dookie in Victoria or Hawkesbury in New South Wales until 

the AgriTas Trade College was established at Smithton in 2013, Tasmania now seems well served for 

agricultural education. In 2013, 29 Tasmanian public schools had farms (Neales 2013). The Hagley Farm 

School Visitor Centre employs teachers to engage camping groups and day visitors in hands -on activities 

involving cottage industries such as butter, bread and candle making, as well as feeding and care of 

animals. Children also explore domestic and agricultural heritage, the history of the Hagley Farm School 

itself (including ‘ye olde classroom’) and St Mary’s Church. At a time when many people grow up removed 

from the processes of food production and with little contact with animals, the school provides an important 

connection to nature, agriculture and the land.

 

Comparative analysis: Victorian Gothic schoolhouses; schools provided by estate owners for their 

tenants and the community; schools with an agricultural focus.

Many nineteenth-century Tasmanian schoolhouses contain elements of the Gothic , including the basalt 

block Stanley School (THR 935, 1865–67), with its later addition of a timber schoolmaster’s residence; and 

the 1859 Hamilton Schoolhouse (THR 852) designed and built by William Montgomerie Davidson and 

Septimus Nash Spong (Ratcliff 2015, pp.1750–51). However, Victorian Gothic schoolhouses are rarer. The 

closest comparable example of a Victorian Gothic conjoined schoolhouse and residence is the one 

designed by Henry Hunter at Campbell Town (THR 4939).

 

 

Hagley Farm School is a rare example of a school provided by a landholder for his tenants and local 

community, and a school developed as a collaboration between a prominent colonial citizen and 

government. Sir Richard Dry emulated nearby large estate owners, Edward Dumaresq (of Mount Ireh, THR 

5066) and Thomas Reibey (of Entally, THR 4822), who both endowed their tenant farmers and local 

community with a schoolhouse/church, Christ Church Illawarra (THR 5059) and St Andrew’s Church, Carrick 

(THR 4747) respectively. Edward Dumaresq availed himself of convict labour to build a schoolhouse for his 

tenants and the community in the years 1841–42, and from 1843 it served as a chapel on Sundays. In 1888 

the tower designed by Alexander North was added, followed by the chancel in 1910. The church was 

consecrated at this point, the old church rectory then being used as the school ( ‘A new chancel’ 1910). In 

later years a government-operated Illawarra State School was established. Dumaresq also endowed the 

Anglican private school Christ’s College at Bishopsbourne with land , the rental from which provided 

scholarships (Haygarth 2013, pp.57–58).

 

 

Thomas Reibey gave seven acres of land at Carrick for church purposes, but he started a school in that 

village in a rented brick schoolhouse. Like Edward Dumaresq’s schoolhouse, the one at Carrick was 

converted into an Anglican Church in 1845 (Stephens 1991, p.70).

Similarly, Robert Joseph Archer of Saundridge near Cressy commissioned the Saundridge Memorial Chapel 

(THR 8784) for the use of the local community in 1862, and from the 1890s this also served as the local 

schoolhouse conducted by Lenna Hodgetts. In 1900 when Hodgetts qualified as a licensed schoolteacher, 

her school was recognised as a state school ( ‘Board of Advice’ 1900). Later it was replaced by a 

government-built Saundridge State School building which was closed and moved to Cressy in 1945 to 

become part of the Cressy Area School.

 

 

William Gibson junior of Scone (Eskleigh) built a school for the community attached to Perth’s original 
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Baptist Church (THR 5200), which he also provided; and William Bryan junior of Glenore commissioned a 

school and schoolmaster’s residence for the local community according to his mother’s will . Her endowment 

included additional farmland for revenue raising and an annual sum of money ( ‘Summary of news’ 1864). 

However, while these example are comparable to Dry’s provision of school and church , only Dry provided 

separate parcels of land, created school and church as separate institutions and in the case of the school 

worked with the government to make it part of the public education system. 

 

In the years 1936–54 40 area schools were created in Tasmania as an innovative solution to the problem of 

extending prost-primary education to rural areas. The Sheffield Area School preceded the Hagley Area 

School by a few months, and had a similar program of instruction in trade and agricultural skills. Dairy 

cattle, poultry, pigs and sheep were raised, vegetables and forage crops were grown. Boys were taught 

agricultural skills, saddlery, harness work, leatherwork, woodwork, blacksmithing and tinsmithing; girls 

learned cooking, ‘domestic science’, needlework, knitting, arts and crafts ( ‘Sheffield Area School’s first calf 

club show’ 1946). In 1947 166 acres were added to the 8 originally purchased, putting the school farm on a 

similar scale to that of Hagley (200 acres) ( ‘Sheffield Area School Farm money-earner’, 1952). Profits made 

by the farm were reinvested in it. Like Hagley Farm School, the Sheffield Area School produced a young 

farmers’ club which took on an independent existence from the school . Other areas schools had similar 

curricula and originally incorporated some of the buildings of the small schools they superseded.

 

What sets Hagley Farm School apart from these other area schools is its adoption of the Fairbridge farm 

school model and the continuation of its large-scale farming operation beyond the abolition of area schools 

into the present-day. It became the only Tasmanian government school with a boarding component (‘Hagley 

Farm School’ 1944) and, unlike other former area schools, today it retains infrastructure that demonstrates 

its beginnings on the present site (the 1867 schoolhouse), its transformation into an area school (the 

Environment Centre and, to some extent, the former Westwood Schoolhouse) and the development of the 

Fairbridge farm school model (NOE Bennett Cottage and Mary Maslin Hall). Today, while Hagley Farm 

School is a functioning primary school, it also serves as a working farm which connects attending and 

visiting students to agriculture, animals and nature, thereby maintaining a connection to some of the ideals 

of the area school model.
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Statement of 

Significance: 

(non-statutory 

summary)

Hagley Farm School is of historic cultural heritage significance because it demonstrates the changing 

pattern of land ownership in Tasmania, the provision of education by large landholders to the community, 

twentieth-century child immigration schemes, and the development of agricultural education as a means 

of promoting economic growth and improving lives. It is a rare example of a school provided partly by a 

large landholder for the education of his tenants and the local community, representing a rare 

collaboration in the development of a school between a private citizen and government. Hagley Farm 

School has special meaning to not just former students and their families, but the thousands of 

Tasmanian schoolchildren who attended school camps there . It is also the only school in the state to 

develop the farm school model of South African educator Kingsley Fairbridge . Hagley Farm School has 

a special association with its founder, Sir Richard Dry, and with innovative educator Stuart Maslin AM.

The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the 

Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:

Significance:

Hagley Farm School reflects the development of rural towns in Tasmania around large pastoral estates , and the 

provision of education to the tenant farms and small holdings into which these large estates were subdivided. It also 

demonstrates twentieth-century child immigration schemes, and agricultural education in Tasmania as a means of 

promoting state economic growth and improving lives. From 1936 as the Hagley Area School it was an experiment in 

agricultural education, being the only Tasmanian school to develop the Fairbridge farm school model .

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.a)
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b)

agley Farm School is a rare example of a school provided by a landholder for his tenants and local community, a 

school developed as a collaboration between a prominent colonial citizen and government, and a government school 

with a special and lasting focus on agricultural studies. It was the only Tasmanian school to develop the farm school 

model of South African educator Kingsley Fairbridge.

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

c)

No Data Recorded

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s 

history.

d)

The 1867 schoolhouse demonstrates the principal characteristics of a Victorian Rustic Gothic school building , similar 

in style to Henry Hunter’s design for the 1879 schoolhouse at Campbell Town (THR 4939).

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s 

history.

e)

No Data Recorded

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

f)

Hagley Farm School remains a special place for generations of families who attended the school. The school also 

has meaning to the thousands of Tasmanians who visited and stayed there as part of the school curriculum . They 

recall with fondness the opportunity to milk cows, collect eggs, make candles and butter and visit the original 

classroom.

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or 

spiritual reasons.

g) The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 

Tasmania’s history.

Hagley Farm School has a special association with its founder Sir Richard Dry and its one-time headmaster J Stuart 

Maslin AM. Dry was Tasmania’s first native-born knight, served as Premier of Tasmania and was a prominent 

anti-transportationist. The Hagley School and St Mary’s Anglican Church were his endowments to his tenant farmers 

and the local community. Maslin was an innovative teacher of agricultural studies and pioneer of the farm school 

model who believed in engaging the entire community in education. He was awarded an Order of Australia for services 

to education in 1975.

h) The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

No Data Recorded

PLEASE NOTE This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the 

Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not 

intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage 

values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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